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Take a moment and impulsively, without overthinking it, check off all of your desires. 
Rather than self-edit, go hog wild. Discover your deeper desires, and later you’ll be 
able to measure your progress by what you checked off today.

DESIRES OF SPACE

 I want to live and work in inspired spaces.

 I want to design my spaces to support the habits I want.

 I want to save money by not buying extra stuff.

 I want to live in a clutter-free space and 
get my family onboard with that.

 I want to surround myself only with possessions that 
add value, meaning, and direction to my life.

Elemental Superpowers Assessment
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DESIRES OF EARTH

 I want to rise and shine and have a surplus of energy in the day.

 I want to be deeply rested.

 I want to feel nourished.

 I want my bones to carry the right amount of 
muscle and fat for this stage of my life.

 I want to experience calm centeredness.

 I want peak performance and deep rejuvenation 
as a daily experience, supported by the rhythms 
of my household and workplace.

 I want to switch from living in a state 
of stress to living with ease.

 I want to keep my body moving as I age.

 I want to befriend my unique constitution to empower my life.

DESIRES OF FIRE

 I want to fulfill my evolving ambitions.

 I want to be a visionary for my unique life and 
encourage others to do the same.

 I want to build successful strategies to 
make my vision into reality.

 I want to help groups I’m part of — at work or 
home — also envision, strategize, and plan.

 I want to morph my critical issues into my success strategies.

 I want to leverage my strengths and competencies.

 I want to repeatedly expand beyond who I have already been.

 I want to articulate goals and receive help, 
guidance, and collaboration in reaching them.

 I want to effectively and efficiently set 
and hit strategic milestones.

Elemental Superpowers Assessment
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 I want to intentionally, proactively author my life 
and encourage others to do the same.

DESIRES OF AIR

 I want to have a spacious calendar, where I do 
what I want, when I want, more of the time.

 I want my daily schedule to nurture my body 
rhythms and reflect my core values.

 I want to break big projects into achievable 
action steps, personally and professionally.

 I want to organize my time so I can focus 
and work on what is most important.

 I want to automate the specific habits 
that lead me to reach my target.

 I want my annual, quarterly, weekly, and daily rhythm to tune in 
to my vision, and I want to align my actions with my calendar.

 I want to get the support I need to accomplish my bigger goals.

DESIRES OF WATER

 I want to be a person of great integrity.

 I want to be compassionate with myself and 
others on the path of transformation.

 I want to act from my intuition and live from my inner rhythm.

 I want to assimilate my shortcomings and 
turn them into my future strengths.

 I want to experience flow — not rush — in my daily life.

 I want to respect my pace through the 
changing seasons and stages of life.

 I want to be financially fluent, fluid, and accumulating.

From the checklists above, you can now see clearly what you want mastery over in the next phase 
of your life and the related element or elements.

Elemental Superpowers Assessment
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Take a moment to pause. In your imagination, wipe the slate clean of today, tomorrow, 
and yesterday. It’s blank and uncarved. To jump-start this conversation between you 
and your next purpose, set a timer for twenty minutes. Write or sketch in a journal 
using the sentence stems below. Trust your inner voice. Don’t edit it.

 1. “I can’t wait until _____________________________________________.”

 2. “Who I’d like to become next is __________________________________.”

 3. “The next purpose hidden at the very root of my self might be

  __________________________________________________________.”

Over the next week, read it in bed every night before you go to sleep, and then 
read it again every morning when you wake up. At these times of day, liminal think-
ing — that is, thinking beyond your normal threshold or your patterned mind — is most 
active. As you read your words or look at your sketch, edit them to true your words 
like a bike mechanic trues the spokes of a wheel to remove the wobble, align the 
spokes, and optimize efficiency. You are awakening the creative agent in your life, an 
identity you’ll develop through mastering yourself. In this self-mastery process, you 
will honor your root, reawakening desires to guide your future and to steer yourself 
on your path. 

Discover the Next Purpose Hidden in the Root of Your Self
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Over the next week, keep a yearning journal. Even if you aren’t a “journaler,” commit 
to this practice. Set a timer — two minutes will get you started. Record your desires 
and longings. Note your irritations and your frustrations. As you write, you are un-
earthing buried dreams.

Next, imagine tomorrow as an uncarved block. What would a terrific day feel like? 
What would happen? What wouldn’t happen?

What lit you up today? Who brightens your day? What do you want to experience 
tomorrow?

As you do this practice daily for the next few weeks or months, notice how small de-
sires start to expose your bigger dharma. You can also use the questions at the end of 
chapter 1 to jump-start your yearning journal.

Empower Your Yearning
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Set your timer for thirty minutes. Sketch your history visually using stick figures, 
words, or icons. Start with your earliest childhood memories of regret.

When did you first experience regret as a child or young adult?

What choices led to this emotion?

Assess what your circumstances were, and consider how you got there. Notice: Do 
you have compassion for yourself at that age?

How does it feel to recognize, or re-cognize, your regret?

Digest Your Yearning and Regret History
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Digest Your Yearning and Regret History

What were your deepest longings as a teenager?

How did you fail yourself or someone else?

What did you long for in relationships?

What did you envision for your future?

What was important to you that you didn’t honor with your actions?
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Digest Your Yearning and Regret History

Were there any buried treasures in there that later resurfaced?

What regrets do you have from your teen years?

As you go through this exercise, you might feel your brain rewiring your history; you 
might notice an improved version or neural pathway of memory. Perhaps forgotten 
dreams are resurfacing. In reintegrating your history, you are becoming more whole, 
interconnected. You are maturing your cellular integrity and updating neural path-
ways, memory by memory, by processing your yearnings and regrets. Keep going.

What happened to you as a young adult?
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Digest Your Yearning and Regret History

What were your great disappointments? Under disappointment, you can discover a 
gold mine of yearning.

What did your family, friends, or coworkers not see in you?

What did you hide?

What do you regret about your own behaviors or decisions during that time?
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Digest Your Yearning and Regret History

Now, notice how owning your regret points the way to core personal lessons learned 
and triggers your desire to do better. Take a moment to honor what regret can teach 
you when you pause to notice its intelligence to steer your future. Regret hones your 
intuition. Generate waves of compassion for yourself as a learning, caring, and ev-
er-evolving human being. Keep going.

What are your regrets from your mature adult experiences?

What are your yearnings?

See the cycles. Notice the yearnings without shame or judgment. You’ll notice as you 
move through this book that more memories will surface. Memories will manifest 
regrets and underlying yearnings. If you stop to add them to your sketch, you will 
digest them. You are updating your records, rewriting your hard drive, mobilizing 
your power of tarpaka kapha. In the process, you will more completely and accurately 
know yourself and the nature of your next purpose.
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 Journal before bed about your even more desirable dreams.

 Pay homage to your voice of yearning.

 Digest your regrets at the end of the day.

 Trigger your skeptic so you can observe what habitually 
keeps you from acting on your deeper dreams.

 Witness yourself through a lens of compassion.

 Reflect on the following questions:

 •  What would you do with an uncarved block of 
time to do whatever you want? How long of 
an uncarved block of time do you want?

 •  As you go through the day, ask yourself: Is there 
anything I’d rather be doing or not doing?

 •  What does your ideal home look like? 
Feel like? Where is it located?

 •  What do you wish were different in your life?

 •  What are you attracted to? Which foods? 
Which people? Which ideas?

 •  Where or when in life have you numbed your yearning? 
Which yearnings do you allow, and which do you repress?

 •  What recurring thoughts, or sentences, does 
your skeptic use to disrupt your dreams?

 •  Can you awaken your willingness for the journey ahead?

 •  Can you drop into the experience of beingness?

 •  What dream are you unearthing now?

Unearthing Your Deeper Dream To-Do List
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Listen to the audio recording of this exercise at masterofyou.us/workbook.

After listening to the exercise, use the space below to reflect on your experience.

You Are the Elements
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Check off which of the Master of You Ethos you already have automated. Circle any 
that you know will be immediately helpful, even if challenging.

 Orient yourself to thrive.

 Adopt a cosmocentric view.

 Evolve your identity.

 Nurture and nourish your five bodies.

 Heed the rhythm and the cycles.

 Think big, test small, fail fast, learn always.

 Invest in you.

 Embrace a solid B–.

 Trust your desire.

 Leverage your strengths.

 Learn. Mentor. Master. Cocreate.

 Shift from consumer to collaborator.

Master of You Ethos Checklist
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Consider your morning routine — from the moment you open your eyes until you go 
to work or begin projects. Identify one or two small actions you can start tomorrow to 
orient yourself to thrive, such as sitting in silence for a few minutes, drinking a glass 
of water as soon as you rise, exercising for fifteen minutes, giving someone a hug, or 
drinking green juice. Design tomorrow’s morning routine to orient your day to thrive. 
Then, do it.

Orient Yourself to Thrive
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Listen to the audio recording of this exercise at masterofyou.us/workbook.

Adopt a Cosmocentric View
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Grab some colored pens and two pieces of paper. Drawing skill level required: four-
year-old level. You will use one of the pictures you’re about to draw throughout the 
rest of the book (see Figure 3.1). So, if you can’t complete this exercise right now, be 
sure to come back to it — you will need your personal superheroine/superhero info-
graphic throughout the rest of the Master of You process.

Figure 3.1 Use this dorky image to inspire you to draw yourself as a superheroine or 
superhero. Give yourself a cape and a name.

 1. On the first piece of paper, draw who you are now. What do you look like? What 
do you feel like? What do you dress like? What skills do you have? What tools 
do you carry? Who are your friends? What are you reading, studying, and think-
ing about? What habits do you have automated? What do you eat? Where are 
your aches and pains? Your frustrations? Your limitations? Include all that comes 
to mind: use words, arrows, images. Uncover your good, your bad, your ugly.

2. Before drawing the second picture, pause and feel the presence of your call 
to adventure. Living a life above and beyond your current reality requires 
something to happen. Feel the call. What are you carving into the block? 
Remember your deepest dreams. Let them inform your next picture.

Evolve Your Identity: The Superheroine Infographic
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Evolve Your Identity: The Superheroine Infographic

3. On your second piece of paper, draw who you will be as the returning victor of your 
heroine’s journey. What does she look like? What does she feel like? What does 
she dress like? What skills does she have? What tools does she carry? Who are 
her friends? What is she reading, studying, and thinking about? What habits does 
she have automated? What does she eat? Add speech bubbles, bullet points, or 
doodles or create a collage if you are inspired. Make yourself into a superheroine. 
Give yourself a cape. Give yourself a title or stage name or nickname. In the Vedic 
(ancient Hindu) tradition, the superheroines (the deities and goddesses) have extra 
arms. Give yourself as many limbs as necessary to carry all the tools you need.

4. Put your picture on the wall, your bathroom mirror, your fridge, or 
in your closet — somewhere you will see it every day.

My current superheroine version of me is Cate, the Legendary Leader. Embarrassing, 
right?             
 My picture has me sporting some funky, Renaissance-era boots with a short 
flare dress. I have a big pink heart in the center of my chest, and I’m releasing a big 
pink arrow to hit the target right in front of me. I have a big blue cape that looks re-
gal and blows in the wind. Never mind that I don’t have knees and I have an inverted 
nose — most small children can draw better. What matters is that I have a clear pic-
ture of who I’m becoming next.
 Your superheroine infographic needs to make sense only to you and represent 
your best version of your next self. However, I post my picture publicly in my home 
(and on my course member forum). For achieving goals, making it public is an indis-
pensable strategy. Make yours public so your people can cheer you on, reinforcing 
the choices and activities that make your hero’s journey become reality faster.
You’ll use this image as a reference point for identity evolution, so do this exercise be-
fore you get to part 2 of Master of You. You’ll return to this exercise with each cycle 
of the Master of You process.
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This exercise starts with a reflection on cycles, and then you’ll sketch your journey 
map.
 Consider: What season are you in now? Are you going toward the dark solstice 
or the light solstice, the season that brings you inward or outward, respectively? What 
is the moon phase now, toward fullness or emptiness? If you are menstruating, are 
you heading toward the extroversion of ovulation or the introversion of menstruation? 
What phase of life are you in: the growing-up phase, the middle mature-and-creative 
phase, or the reflective wind-down phase?
 Next, you’ll sketch a map with colored pens on paper — like a child’s treasure 
map — of your past ten years. (Or, if you prefer, you can journal rather than draw a 
map.) Reflect on key events, themes, big changes, or chapters. Put your big events, 
breakdowns, and breakthroughs on your map with any symbols that come to mind. 
When did you neglect or nourish yourself? Where did you ignore or embrace the 
cycles? Look for patterns.

Find Your Patterns with a Ten-Year Journey Map
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Find Your Patterns with a Ten-Year Journey Map

On your map or in your journal, include the perspectives of:

 • your physical body

 • your energy body

 • your mind body

 • your intuitive body

 • your spirit body

Where and when did you heed the cycles? What happened next? Where and when 
were you out of sync, not listening to your intuitive body? For example, if you had a 
physical, mental, emotional, or core-relationship breakdown, what preceded it? What 
were the early signs that you can now see?
 In your current journey, what phase of the cycle are you in now? Or are you 
in that curious pause between cycles, which is also part of the cycle itself, as is the 
pause between the exhalation and the next inhalation of your breath cycle? Look 
at your map and the territory you’ve covered.
 Now, draw a map for one year ahead. Start where you are. Listen to all five 
bodies. Strengthen the part of the cycle that tends to be weakest for you. Perhaps it’s 
the closure, or perhaps it’s the pause. Perhaps it’s the follow-through or the middle. 
When you are done, pause. Absorb the power and intelligence in aligning your 
purpose from the cycles.
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How does your future self invest? Write a list that reflects your five layers: How does 
your superheroine invest in her body? Her energy? Her mind? Her intuitive powers? 
Her spiritual depth? How does your superheroine self invest in her ambition? Her 
relationships? Who does she invest in for guidance, for support?
 First, notice when you use the words spend, pay, and invest. Use invest when 
you would use spend or pay. For example, “Pay attention to me!” becomes “Invest 
your attention in me!” In another example, “I spent $100 on groceries” becomes “I 
invested $100 to nourish myself.” Then, remove spend from your vocabulary unless 
money laid down was not an upgrade with future payback. As you change your 
language, notice what seems out of integrity. Too many clothes in your closet and 
stuff in storage has a negative return. That was spending, not investing, behavior.
 Reflect on your best investments of time and energy over the past year. Take a 
moment to realize those investments as seeds for better future investing behavior.

Invest in You
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Invest in You
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Embrace a Solid B–

Do this exercise as contemplation or by journaling or sketching. Recall a time in your 
not-so-distant past when you felt like you failed, when you didn’t meet your own 
expectations, but you actually did pretty well. Perhaps you made dinner for some 
friends, and the food turned out “pretty good.” The company was great, but you 
sabotaged your experience with the label you put on it. Perhaps you planned to run 
a whole marathon but ended up walking the last ten miles. Perhaps you set a goal 
of earning 20 percent more income last year and hit 15 percent. Pick any situation in 
which the idea of what you should have achieved was above and beyond what you 
actually achieved.
 Now, look at the same situation from the B–, or beta, perspective. What if 
you required only 80 percent of your desired outcome to feel 100 percent satisfied? 
Imagine you are 100 percent satisfied with the outcome you actually achieved: the 
pretty good dinner party, the completed marathon, the 15 percent increase in income.
 Now that you’re experiencing “enoughness,” you set your next goal. Leverage 
insights from the previous goal in formulating your next goal (learn always). You are 
on a perpetual growth path. If you want, throw an even more relaxed dinner party. 
Go from a marathon runner to a marathon speed-walker. Earn more but focus on less 
effort.
 Notice that when you are okay with a B–, or beta phase, experimentation 
begins. You respond to the creative impulse. You accept and respond to the outcome. 
You learn and move forward. In chapter 7, we’ll expand on this value in working with 
air element.
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Consider the day ahead or tomorrow. How does your physical body want to feel? Do 
a body check-in. You can quickly pass your hands over your skin or clothes to feel your 
bodies.

 • How does your spirit body want to feel tomorrow? 
As you collect your intelligence, park your 
judgment and mental chatter in the corner.

 • Do you want to feel heavier or lighter?

 • More grounded or freer? Hot or cold?

 • Have more movement or more rest?

 • More activity or more relaxation?

What is present? Design tomorrow for that.
 Now, if your bossy mind says you need intense exercise, but your physical body 
screams for rest and nourishment, park your mind. Design tomorrow to recover your 
body’s joy. It’s just one small experiment to vitalize your ability to dream big.
 We’ll plunge deeper into how to empower desire’s intelligence while navigating 
challenging terrain in chapter 8, on water element.

Trust Your Desire
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Leverage Your Strengths

Take at least two of the following five tests or reference those you’ve already taken: 

 • Wealth Dynamics

 • How to Fascinate

 • Gallup Strengths Finder

 • DISC Profile

 • KOLBE Index

Each test has a unique angle or viewpoint.
 The combination of test results will point to your native genius, your unique 
innate intelligence. We’re all geniuses, especially when we cultivate our natural 
proclivities. Invest in you by investing in the tests.
 Next, leverage your investment. After you recognize your natural strengths, 
communicate your strengths to others. Articulate your unique genius in a few words. 
You can use this sentence stem: “I’ve recently discovered I have a natural strength 
in ________________. How do you see this in me?” Talk about your strengths. Ask 
the people close to you what your strengths are and how those strengths are an 
asset to them. Be available to talk about their intrinsic strengths. See what arises. In 
chapter 6, on fire element, we’ll rely in part on your personality test results and these 
conversations.
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A powerful catalyst for recognizing the importance of mentoring is writing and 
sending a letter. Letter writing is a reflective process that activates the power of 
gratitude, awakening your intuition and your spirit for your dharma.
 Recognize a master who has mentored you — whether at work, at school, in the 
kitchen (it might be your mother), or in the workshop (it might be your uncle). You can 
even write a letter to someone who has passed — the effect will not be lost. Write by 
hand from your heart, and express what you learned from them.
 Use the letter template on the next page to write to a mentor.

Learn. Mentor. Master. Cocreate.
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Learn. Mentor. Master. Cocreate.

Dear                           (mentor),
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Learn. Mentor. Master. Cocreate.

Next, consider someone you have mentored, in any capacity, however informally, at 
any time in your life, and write a letter to them too. Let them know the growth you 
have seen. Perhaps recall their desires and their struggles. You might even express 
appreciation for them taking action to reach their goals.
 Use the letter template on the next page to write to a mentee.
 After you have written the two letters, pause.
 Notice the cycle of learn, mentor, master, cocreate.
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Learn. Mentor. Master. Cocreate.

Dear                           (mentee),
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PART 1:  FOOD

On the most primitive level and on the physical body level, we rely on ecosystems for 
food. To shift from a consumer of food to a collaborator with food, consider having 
a conversation with food. You can start with the food in your natural foods market or 
the food in your fridge. This conversation can be silent.
 It might go something like this, “Hello, apple. Where were you grown? What 
can I do to support the tree you came from?”
 Or when you enter the produce aisle, ask the fruits and vegetables, “Who 
wants to come home with me?” Then pause. Listen from your intuitive body. Leave 
the mind body out of it! Dare to fail, to learn, to connect with the intelligence of the 
life force in the produce aisle. Notice what you put into your cart, which will later feed 
your cells, become your tissue, and activate your deeper dreams into reality.

PART 2:  BOOK

Recall the last book you read that you loved. If you loved it, how did it serve 
you — through the ideas, the art, the characters, or the ethos of the book? What does 
it cultivate or perpetuate that you want to see more of in tomorrow’s world? What 
could you do to collaborate with the author or the book itself? Write a quick list of 
small actions (in other words, test small) that you could take to activate the power of 
that book.
 From easy to hard, here are a few ideas: You could mention it to a friend today. 
You could write a review on Amazon. You could share a quote on social media. You 
could message the author. You could recommend it to your local library for purchase. 
You could do a book club with a few friends.
 Notice how just from making a list, you are collaborating with the book and the 
author. By generating the next stage of the conversation, you vote for tomorrow’s 
world.

Collaborate with What You Consume
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Collaborate with What You Consume

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Find Your Purpose Questions

“Am I living fully right now? Am I bringing forth everything I can bring forth? Am I dig-
ging down into that ineffable inner treasure-house that I know is in there? That trove 
of genius? Am I living my life’s calling? Am I willing to go to any lengths to offer my 
genius to the world?” 
-  Stephen Cope, The Great Work of Your Life

Follow the audio of these questions to hear more guidance from yogi-author Stephen 
Cope. Do this exercise in a relaxed environment. Pour yourself a cup of tea. Get out 
of your office.

1. What are the most important lessons you’ve learned in life?

2. What was your low point (health, relationships, work, etc.)?

3. If you could help someone who was in the situation you were in… how would 
you help them? Tell me about that person’s potential transformation. 

4. When in life have you felt most alone? Confused? Without direction?
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Find Your Purpose Questions

5. What makes you happiest in your life? What excites you? What brings you true joy? 
  Write a list and notice if a trend develops.

6. How has your life been different than what you’d imagined?

7. How did you get into your line of work?

8. What are the 5 things you’re most proud of and 
why? What do you love about yourself?

a. 

b.

c.

d.

e.
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Find Your Purpose Questions

9. What do people thank you for?

10. What are you good at? What gifts and talents do you hold most dear?

11. Who do you admire? Who are your heroes and/or mentors? 
Who inspires you? Why? How are you like them?

12. When was the last time you were in a state of flow, in the zone 
and totally lost track of time? What were you doing?

13. If you could have or do anything, what would it be? If you had all 
the time and money in the world - what would you do?
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Find Your Purpose Questions

14. What would you do if you knew you could not fail? What would you dare to do 
even if you might fail? What do you love to do that you would pay to do?

15. What causes do you lean towards? What’s really important to you?

16. What makes you most angry about the state of the world?

17. What do you love helping people with? How do you most commonly help others?

18. If you trusted that your art (your creativity) would support your life, 
how would you live? What does your ideal day look like? What are 
you currently satisfied with and what are you not satisfied with?
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Find Your Purpose Questions

19. What do you want to be remembered for - what dent do you want to have 
put in the world? How did you give your gifts in service of the world ?

20. What are you naturally curious about? If you had a free 
hour to surf the internet, what would you explore?

21. If you could write a book, that is guaranteed to be a bestseller, 
what would the title be? What would it be about?

22. What would your 110-year-old self tell you in relation to your deepest 
purpose? What advice would they have for you now?

23. “If you bring forth what is within you it will save you. If you do not, it will 
destroy you.” -  Stephen Cope. What if you bring it forth, might save you?
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Find Your Purpose Questions

24. What if you don’t bring it forth, might destroy you?

25. If you were to attend your own funeral, what would 
you want to hear people say about you?
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Codify Your Values

What are your 5 - 7 core values?

How are you currently living out your core values in your life? In your work? 
In your relationships?

How do your daily habits reflect your core values?

Where are you out of integrity with your core values? What can you do to rectify that?

What kaizen practice(s) can you start doing to align with your core values?

Based on the identity-evolving worksheet in Body Thrive (page 41), who are you 
becoming that fully embodies your core values? Finish the sentences: “I want to be 
the kind of person who...” for each core value.
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Depict Your Status Quo

What do you want to break free of?

What could be better in your life?

What do you wish were different?

Where do you get stuck?

What habit or routine do you wish didn’t influence your daily choices?
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Uproot Your Brules, Identify the Saboteurs of your Next Self

A BRULE is a self-imposed bullshit rule. (Reference: The Code of the Extraordinary 
Mind, by Vishen Lakhiani) 

Example Brule: I should work long hours to keep my job.  

What brules could be blocking you from becoming who you want to be next? What 
beliefs have you been perpetuating that you sense may be outdated? (Think in terms 
of family, culture, and education, jobs, health care, etc.)

Who does not support your deeper dreams? (Living or dead. Imaginary or real.) 

What might the next chapter of your life be like if you released this brule?
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5 Brules Test

Reworded from Vishen Lakhiani
Think of an assumption you have that may be a limitation to becoming who you want 
to be next. For example: I should keep my job because I have great benefits. Then, 
put your limiting beliefs through the 5 Brules Test. 

Question 1: Is it based on trust (in the cosmos, in nature, + in our nature) and hope in 
humanity? (Always have faith and trust in humanity).

Question 2: Does it violate the Golden Rule? (Do unto others as you would want them 
to do unto you.)

Question 3: Did I take it on from culture or religion (in circumstance)?
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5 Brules Test

Question 4: Is it based on rational choice or contagion?(Contagion includes parental 
influence + social conditioning.)

Question 5: Does it serve my happiness? (Place your happiness first - when you are truly 
happy you can give the best to others.)
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Experience, Grow, Contribute

List 7 EXPERIENCES you want to have.

What experiences do you want to have?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

List 7 ways you want to GROW.

How do you want to grow next?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Experience, Grow, Contribute

List 7 ways you want to CONTRIBUTE. 

How do you want to contribute?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Dharma 3, 2, 1

Changing perspective from third person to second person illuminates aspects of a con-
cept that can be hidden. This exercise illuminates aspects of your next purpose through 
pivoting perspectives. 

Dharma in the third person conversation: 

Most of us have always related to our purpose, or Dharma, in the third person. Dharma 

is an it. It may even seem like something outside of ourselves - like a concept. Or it may 

feel like a relationship that is out of our reach. Here you objectify your dharma.  Finish 

the sentences below: 

In the next phase of my life, my purpose (dharma) is to ____

I heed the voice of purpose (dharma) by ____

Dharma in the first person: I am dharma
In the first person you are dharma. You have a conversation with yourself, and the self 
you are being is not the whole self. It’s Dharma objectifying you, rather than you objec-
tifying dharma. Here are prompts:

As Your Name’s Next Purpose (dharma), I want to ____

(Ex. As Cate’s Next Purpose, I want to spend more time with my parents and blog about 

our intergenerational experiences.)
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Dharma 3, 2, 1

As dharma, I want this to happen next ____

As dharma, ___(your name)_____ gets in my way by ____

As dharma, my advice to __(your name)__  is ____

Dharma in the second person: Thou are dharma

“First of all, “ask for guidance.” As it turns out, this is remarkably important, and it’s 
something most of us almost always forget to do. It seems that there is something 
about actually asking that jump-starts a process. And sometimes asking repeatedly is 
required. Even begging.” 
 - Stephen Cope

In the second person you have a conversation with your Dharma as a respected wisdom 
teacher. Second person is conversing with Dharma in prayer. You surrender your ego, 
your control, your knowing to Dharma. You ask for help, for guidance. In exchange you 
give yourself over to the response. You heed the call. You commit to the advice given. 
The conversation is reverential, whether solemn or causal as you talk directly with the 
divine as a wise elder. The prompts are:
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Dharma 3, 2, 1

Dharma, what have you been trying to tell me?

Dharma, what am I not seeing or hearing clearly?

Dharma, what is your take on my zone of genius vs. zone of excellence? 
What is my unique genius, as you see it? 

Dharma, are there any Brules or limiting beliefs I missed? 

Dharma, what can I do to hear you?

Dharma, what am I to become next?
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Dharma 3, 2, 1

Who I want to become next 
Write a paragraph titled, “Who I want to become next.”
Incorporate your work in Unearthing Your Dream and Awakening Your Dharma. Your 
Superheroine Infographic. Your Leverage Your Strengths tests. Etc. 

Let your pen flow over the paper. Trust your desire. Don’t edit yourself. Read it in bed 
for a week - before you go to sleep and when you wake up. As you read it, if words 
need editing or the paragraph needs reworking, then go right ahead. 

For example:

3 of Dharma:
In the next phase of my life, my dharma is to publish Awake Living - the book. The 
next phase dharma is instructing me to empower skillful and entertaining problem 
solvers to run and grow the company to hit the projections of our Spiral Mission. 
Dharma is guiding me to listen more moment by moment. To heed the warnings, to 
go for the big yeses, to trust, and trust and trust more deeply, and notice how the 
opportunities and fun are growing in size and depth. 

I heed the voice of dharma by taking time in silence in the beginning and end of each 
day. I heed the voice of dharma by sticking to the Body Thrive habits. I heed the voice 
of dharma by taking time during the tough times, the bad news, the ugly surprises, 
to feel, to absorb, to digest, to allow. I heed the voice of action by quickly, quickly, 
quickly taking action when called to. 
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Dharma 3, 2, 1

2 of Dharma:

Dharma, what can I do to hear you?

Ah, dear Cate, you can start each day with asking this question.  You can start and 
end this day with this question. You can see where this leads us next.

Dharma, what am I to do next?

Cate, you already know what to do. You slowed down after our last few episodes of 
not heeding my advice, not listening closely enough, acting impulsively as you have 
in the past, avoiding the small warning flags I point out. You now know how to hear 
on the next subtle level. You are to do greater things next… and you know what they 
are. We are becoming more seamless - and this is most important. Our relationship 
is becoming more fluid… we have made it through some cruxes. The coast is almost 
clear to fly. Stick close, using your refined attention during this next section, using all 
that you have learned. 

1 of Dharma:

As dharma, I want to lead Cate’s life without being interrupted by doubt, fear, or wor-
ry. I want her to recognize that I am alive in every moment, accessible, other worldly 
intelligent, available, and continually informative. I want Cate to realize that the big 
hard lessons are always pure gold.

As dharma, I want this to happen next: Cate to hire problem solvers and troubleshoot-
ers to grow the biz and run the day to day operations of the biz. I want her to focus 
on thinking, writing, leading, relaxing, mentoring and teaching.
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Dharma 3, 2, 1

In the past, Cate used to get in my way by thinking she could hire people and train 
them up for the job, that she wasn’t qualified to write books, that she had to try hard 
to succeed. 

As dharma, my advice to Cate is to follow the flow, trust her intuition at the next level, 
to invest time in her professional relationships, to lead her leaders, to write the books. 
In essence: to trust, to flow, to lead, to write. 

In conclusion, you’ll want to invest more time in the first person experience as dharma 
and the second person conversations with Dharma, an ever-present, accessible guide.
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Dharma 3, 2, 1

Your Turn:
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Dharma 3, 2, 1
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Master of Space Exercises

Check off those you have conquered. Circle those that are up for you next.

 You design your spaces based on the five 
qualities you most want to experience.

 Through sorting your stuff, you process emotions, 
memories, past challenges, and even past identities.

 Your ethos is reflected in your home, office, car, and storage 
areas, reinforcing your own vibrant, creative vitality.

 You build habits into your space to diminish 
the effects of decision fatigue.

 You take care of all your possessions knowing they 
add value, meaning, and direction to your life.

 Your spaces nurture your ambition, your body, and your spirit.
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How do you feel in your space? Do you spend time looking for things? Do you wear 
most of the things in your closet or drawers — or are they full of who knows what? 
Does your bathroom inspire your daily pampering? Does your fridge make it easy to 
select fresh vegetables? Does your office help you think clearly? Does your garage 
contain your favorite toys and tools, not a bunch of other stuff?

Here is a simple exercise to recalibrate your space:

1. Recall the particulars of your deeper dreams and the person that 
you want to become to achieve that. What does the home, the 
office, the fridge, and the bathroom of that person look like?

2. Ask yourself, your superheroine: What is the frequency or feeling that you 
want to create? How do you want your space to feel? How do you want 
your space to look? What do you want your space to do for you?

Five Words
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Five Words

3. Choose five adjectives — the five words — that are the most vibrant 
and true. Words that course members have used include vibrant, fun, 
playful, sweet, luscious, holistic, bright, purposeful, rooted, inspirational, 
empowering, joyful, gorgeous, modern, and nurturing.

4. Your five words should describe the qualities of the space in which you want to 
bathe your cells. Write all of the five words on multiple sticky notes. Put these notes 
where you’ll notice them — your bathroom mirror, your laptop cover, your fridge.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

That’s it. Now your superheroine knows the calibration you want. These five words will 
come in handy again, so be sure to find the right words before proceeding.
When you’re re-forming the unreal into the real, chaos into the known, your words 
shape what happens next.
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Listen to the audio recording of this exercise at masterofyou.us/workbook.

After listening to the exercise, use the space below to reflect on your experience.

Expand Your Inner Space
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My Superhero Self

My Superhero Name:    
     
My Secret identity:   
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Shape Your Space
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Ask Lofty Questions

In a tizzy or a funk? Ask a question. 
Read this article: Want To Know What Your Brain Does When It Hears A Question?

Then, ask a lofty question. A lofty question, termed by intuitive healer Christie Marie 
Sheldon, shifts your awareness to receiving connectivity. You can override negative 
dead ended conversations in your head by framing questions in the positive.  Here 
are examples of lofty questions you can ask and receive intuitive responses to:

Use it to release limiting beliefs and old mental tracks. Use lofty questions to step 
deeper into dharma. 

To create these questions state what you want as if you already had it and then 
change that statement into a ‘why’, ‘how’, ‘what’ or even ‘when’ question. 
For example,

	 Why	is	my	life	so	meaningful	and	rejuvenating	right	now?	(Use	your	five	words!)

	 How	come	making	my	goal	into	reality		(fill	in	your	goal)	came	about	so	easily?

 Why am I so good at ______________ ? (Fill in a skill you don’t yet have)

Other questions when you are stuck or wanting a shift:
Why is it that stepping into my purpose is so easy?

Why is it that getting things done is so much faster than ever?

How is it that I have more free time every day?
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Ask Lofty Questions

How do I continue to make more money more easily with my gifts, talents, and 
abilities?

Why do I always have more than enough?

How come my body is operating at peak performance today?

When did I start making choices that made my life so easeful and my body so fit?

How is it that my relationships keep getting better, more dynamic and more 
supportive?

How is it that I fly through my chores and my work with ease, grace, and joy?

How is it that I am always surrounding myself with people who inspire me?

How is it that I get to travel wherever I want to next?

How did that book fly right out of me and onto the shelves around the world?

Who showed up at exactly the right time to help me?

What type of person am I becoming to receive the (fill in your desire) sent my way 
everyday? 

How did I create all this time to do exactly what I want to do?

Why does my life always exceed my expectations?

How is it I receive appreciation weekly for the work I do?
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Master of Earth Exercises

Check off those you have conquered. Circle those that are up for you next.

 You eat in rhythm, conscious of fasting times.

 Your bones carry the right amount of muscle and fat.

 You run on fat metabolism in rest-and-digest mode.

 You expand your daily repertoire of functional movement.

 You begin every day with movement or a workout.

 You break up your day with physical activities.

 You ritualize your rest to go to bed before 10:00 p.m. and 
consistently get eight hours of good sleep for rejuvenation.

 You kaizen body experiments to build your resilience.

 You fuel your ambition from the circadian rhythms.
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Listen to an audio recording of this exercise at masterofyou.us/workbook.

Fill in the following table after reading the questions below.

Rate on a scale of 1-10 Next Desires

Energy and 
Movement

Sleep

Nourishment

Mood and Emotions

Muscle-to-Fat Ratio

Five-Bodies Check-In
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Five-Bodies Check-In

ENERGY AND MOVEMENT

Rate your satisfaction with your daily energy and movement on a scale of one to ten, 
where one is severely inadequate and ten is phenomenal. What is the quality or feel-
ing of energy and amount of movement you want next?

SLEEP

Rate your degree of feeling refreshed on a scale of one to ten, where one is com-
pletely exhausted and ten is very well rested. What are your desires with regard to 
rejuvenation and sleep?

NOURISHMENT

Rate the degree of your body feeling nourished on a scale of one to ten, where one 
is not at all well nourished and ten is very well nourished. What would deep nourish-
ment entail for you?

MOOD AND EMOTIONAL THRIVING

Rate your emotions on a scale of one to ten, where one is dismal and ten is delightful. 
Which specific emotions do you want to feel?

MUSCLE-TO-FAT RATIO

Rate your muscle-to-fat ratio on a scale of one to ten, where one is poor and ten is 
lithe and strong. How do you want your body to be and feel next?

Now you have intuitive data on your body rhythms. Pause to journal your desires 
and intentions. Reflection practices like this one are called inquiry practices, and they 
inform the path forward. Next, we’ll treasure hunt for the easiest ways to find the 
gravitational pull into your body rhythms.
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The WHO Breath

Listen to the audio recording of this exercise at masterofyou.us/workbook.

After listening to the exercise, use the space below to reflect on your experience.
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1 Week Challenge: Prep

Why do you want to do this challenge? 

What is your goal for this challenge? ( body/mind/emotion/spirit/performance)

What will success look like for you? (Define success on your own terms).

What is a healthy challenge for you in terms of # of hours for your fast time? ______

What would cross over into unreasonable for you in terms of # of hours for your fast 
time?

Are you doing this with a buddy? If so and you want cheerleaders - join the free 
Yogahealer Facebook Group. We’d love to cheer you on.
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1 Week Challenge: Prep

What dates will your 7 day challenge run? 

When will be your fast times during your 7 day challenge?

What will be your feeding time schedule?
I’ll break my fast at    o’clock with  
I’ll eat a meal at    o’clock.
I’ll eat a meal at    o’clock.

What will be your sleep schedule?
I’ll be lights out at    o’clock.
I’ll sleep until     o’clock.
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Tips for Experimenting into Rhythmic Eating

Circle the tip below you can apply today, tomorrow and all week. Keep revisiting this 
tip sheet to do the next tip. 

Do a 1 Week Challenge
Decide which 8 hours will be your feed time and which 16 hours will be your fast time, 
stick to it for a week. You’ll find a natural schedule within the week.

+ 4 to Break your Fast
When you’re done feeding yourself for the day, add 4 hours, and you’ll know what 
time to break your fast. This 16 hour gap guarantees you’ll be truly hungry for your 
next meal, and that your body will need to look for deeper stores of energy than that 
which are floating around your bloodstream. 

Use the buddy system
It’s easier to evolve when you’re not doing it alone. Recruit a friend to do a 1-week 
challenge with you. If you want support, or a challenge buddy - join the free Yogaheal-
er Facebook Group. 

Pack nutrients into smoothies and juices
Break your fast each morning with nutrient-rich fruits and juices made from veggies, 
fruits and water. Notice the life force in these living foods and enjoy the buzz of natu-
ral energy they give you.

Eat 2 “real” meals a day
About an hour after your juice or smoothie, enjoy a “real” breakfast: eggs and toast, 
oatmeal, chia seed porridge . . . . About 6 hours later, eat “dinner,” your main meal. 
This eating schedule opens up a lot of time in your day, allows you to digest your food 
more completely, and generates a stronger digestive fire, a deeper, more even flow of 
energy, and more mental clarity throughout your day.
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Tips for Experimenting into Rhythmic Eating

Change WHEN you’re eating before trying to change WHAT you’re eating
Make it easier on yourself! Too much change at once will result in resistance and will 
send you back into old patterns that don’t serve you. If you want to evolve what 
you’re eating, do it after you’re comfortable with your new eating schedule. 

Nourish your body from the outside
In the evening, practice self massage with quality, organic, cold pressed oils. For an 
even more decadent experience, add essential oils. Self massage aids in detoxifica-
tion and transformation of fat tissue. You’ll sleep better too!

Hydrate during fasting times
Too much water during feeding times can dilute digestive fire. Drink plenty of warm, 
or room temperature, water during your fasting times. During feeding times, eat 
foods with plenty of water content. 

Find fabulous fats
Your body needs fat. Eat avocado, tahini, coconut, and soaked almonds and cashews. 
Make dressings and sauces with high quality, organic, cold-pressed oils.

Free Up Fun Time
Fasting longer frees up a lot of time, especially in the evening. Use that time to do 
things you love to do. Walk, read, swim, play with your kids, practice yoga, garden, 
meditate . . . .
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Use this worksheet to kaizen Rhythmic Eating.  Document your current baseline for 
habit evolution. 

Reflect on the last week if it was a normal week, or the last month if last week was an 
anomaly. You are looking to find your current pattern, your current biological reality 
with feeding times, cravings, and your digestion.

Circle how many times a day you are eating (meals + snacks):

1  2  3  4  5  6  7

What is your current feeding time schedule?

I break my fast at   o’clock with        

I typically eat at   o’clock this food:  

I typically eat at   o’clock this food:  

I typically eat at  o’clock this food:  

I typically eat at  o’clock this food:  

I typically eat at   o’clock this food:  

I typically eat at   o’clock this food: 

I typically eat at   o’clock this food:   

Rhythmic Eating: Baseline Worksheet
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Rhythmic Eating: Baseline Worksheet

Mark any symptoms you have a few times a month or more:

 

	  Regret after eating (too much, wrong foods)

	  Low energy

	  Gas

	  Bloating

	  Indigestion

	  Hunger pangs

	  Emotional swings related to cravings

	  Mucus caused by foods

	  Bad breath

	  Constipation

	  Loose stools

	  Weight fluctuations

	  Tiredness after eating

	  Food intolerances or allergies

	  Candida

	  Arthritis 

	  Acne or skin conditions

	  Anemia

	  Brittle nails

	  __________________
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Rhythmic Eating: Baseline Worksheet

Rate how easeful or challenging your digestion is on a scale from 1-10. 1 is painful, 10 
is marvelously easeful. Take into account any gas, bloating, indigestion, hunger pangs, 
emotional swings related to cravings, mucus caused by foods, bad breath, constipa-
tion, loose stools, weight fluctuations, tiredness after eating, food intolerances or al-
lergies, food allergies, candida, arthritis, acne or skin conditions, anemia, brittle nails, 
etc. 
 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 8 9 10

What would a small improvement be for you to make today towards rhythmic eating?

For the next week I want to eat x times a day :
1  2  3  4 

What will your feeding time schedule be for the next week? (Leave as many spaces 
blank as you can
reasonably do.

I will break my fast at   o’clock with        

I will eat at    o’clock this:  

I will eat at     o’clock this:  

I will eat at    o’clock this: 

I will not eat after    o’clock.
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1 Week Challenge: Reflect

Congrats! Well done! (I hope!) What did you learn from your challenge? Capture big 
and small aha’s.
(example: my body needs less food; my digestion improves with a longer faster time)

 • 
 • 
 • 
 • 
 • 

What is a good feeding time schedule for you to kaizen, based on the experiment?
I’ll break my fast at   o’clock with 
I’ll eat a meal at   o’clock.
I’ll eat a meal at   o’clock.

What is a good sleep schedule for you to kaizen, based on the experiment?
I’ll be lights out at   o’clock.
I’ll sleep until   o’clock.

Did you meet your goal(s) for this challenge? ( body/mind/emotion/spirit/
performance)
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1 Week Challenge: Reflect

If you had a buddy, did your buddy meet their goal(s)?  What did they learn? 
What shifted for them?

What worked or didn’t work?

For what didn’t work, why didn’t it work?

What challenges do you foresee with your rhythm goals in the month ahead? 

How can you prepare for those challenges?
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Ritualize Rhythmic Rest

The more meaning, purpose or dharma you want in your life, the more incentive you 
have to get better sleep. Sleep habits or rituals make a difference. By the end of the 
day, you have accumulated experiences, emotions, thoughts, and ideas. Your goal is 
to kaizen a ritual that relaxes the body and declutters your mind, guaranteeing you a 
good night sleep every time. 

A ritual is an act regularly repeated in a set precise manner, according to set se-
quence, usually performed in a sequestered place.  To kaizen a habit, or improve 
incrementally, steadily day by day, you want to aim small and elaborate on what is 
working.  Strengthen your nerves through deeper sleep, and you deepen your experi-
ence of your bliss body, and awaken your intrinsic anti-aging powers.

What rituals do you know work for your deeper sleep? 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What disrupts your deeper sleep?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Ritualize Rhythmic Rest

Define a do-able bed time, winding back by 15 minute increments until you’re lights 
out by 10 pm, at the latest. Embellish your ritual on what is already working - tidying 
up, turning off lights, washing face, brushing teeth, putting on PJ’s.

If you add 10 minutes of wind down rituals to wake up more refreshed tomorrow 
what will they be? 

 

Will you power down earlier? 

Will you meditate or reflect or journal for a few moments?

Will you stretch?
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Ritualize Rhythmic Rest

Will you set out items to activate early morning habits? Such as Exercise clothing or 
your meditation cushion? 

Will you give yourself a foot massage, or use essential oils?

Write out your new sequence in order of what you’ll do this week. Redo this each 
week to refine what is working, and what to add next.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Notice what dharma wants from sleep.
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Do a Five Kosha Body Scan

• Bring your attention to your physical body as a whole. Be generally aware of any 
sensations. Is there any discomfort, or pressure anywhere? Heavy or light? Hot or 
cold? Inflamed?  Does your body feel relaxed or tense?

• Bring your attention to your energy body as a whole. Presence how your energy 
has been lately.  How does your body feel as an energetic being? What does en-
ergy  in your body feel like lately? If you’ve had swings in energy - check out what 
each one feels like in your physical body. Notice the physical sensations from your 
energy body. Stagnant? Pulsating? Dull? Vibrant? Even flow? Top heavy? Bottom 
heavy?  Hear your energy body.

• Bring your attention to your emotional body as a whole. Be generally aware of any 
emotions you’ve been experiencing lately. What has been your mood? What does 
that mood feel like in your body? If you’ve had many moods - check out what each 
one feels like in your physical body. Notice the physical  sensations that accom-
pany each typical mood - Dull? Sharp? Hot? Cold? Spreading? Stuck? Positive? 
Negative? 

• Bring your attention to your mental body as a whole. Be generally aware of your 
recent thought patterns. What has been your recent thought pattern experience? 
Positive? Negative? Easeful? Stressful? Connective? Focused? Disjointed? What 
does that thought pattern feel like in your body? If you’ve had many recurrent but 
different patterns, check out what each one feels like in your physical body. No-
tice the physical sensations - Dull? Sharp? Hot? Cold? Spreading? Stuck? Positive? 
Negative? 
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Do a Five Kosha Body Scan

• Bring your attention to your intuitive body as a whole. Ask your intuitive body 
what it wants to communicate right now. What does your intuition feel like in 
your body? Where do you feel your intuitive body? In your heart? Your gut? Your 
throat? Your forehead? Everywhere? What has been your intuitive body’s recent 
experience? Do you listen? Do you suppress your intuitive body?  

• Bring your attention to your spirit body. Ask your spirit what it wants to commu-
nicate right now to your body. Take a moment. Listen. What messages does your 
spirit have for your body right now?
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Master of Fire Exercises

Check off those you have conquered. Circle those that are up for you next.

 You are a visionary regarding your own life. You 
invest in yourself by developing a three-year vision 
that resonates with all parts of yourself.

 You approach your critical issues as evolutionary 
adventures in making your vision happen.

 You digest your critical issues into success strategies.

 You set specific annual and seasonal 
milestones rooted in your strategies.

 You are able to radically evolve your identity to 
meet the needs of your three-year vision.

 You repeatedly expand beyond who you have already been.

 You author your life.
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(You can also listen to a guided audio recording for this exercise at masterofyou.us/
workbook.)
 Choose how you will capture the threads of your story, such as journaling, 
drawing a story board, sketching a time line, or speaking your story into a recording 
or transcription app.
 By answering the following questions, you’ll be better able to formulate the 
best strategies, which lead to your deeper dreams. You want to capture your tools, 
traumas, breakthroughs, and patterns in your story. If you have a hard time looking 
back, focus on the positive, celebrating your uniqueness and what makes your story 
yours and the challenges you have overcome.

1. Think back to what mattered most to you as a 
child. What brought you the most joy?

2. Recall your highs and lows as a teen and young 
adult — your breakdowns and breakthroughs.

3. What big breakthroughs have you had in your adult life? Consider your health, 
relationships, family, career, money, service to others, and even your personality.

4. What do you uncompromisingly stand for as a result of your experience?

Write Your Story
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Write Your Story

5. Who most helped you become what you are most proud of?

6. What parts of your past, phases, or patterns now feel complete?

7. What stage are you entering now? How does it feel? In 
what qualities of yourself do you now feel rooted?

That’s it. For Master of You purposes, you just wrote your story thus far. Take a 
moment to honor yourself for pausing to weave the web of who you have become 
and for being willing to do the work. In this process, you absorb own your wisdom, 
strengths, lessons learned, and weaknesses to inform the strategy for your hero-
ine’s journey ahead. You are ready to go on a quest for your three-year vision.
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If you’re able, schedule a half or full day for your vision quest. You are doing a ritual to 
cross the threshold from your ordinary thinking into possibility thinking. I recommend 
getting out of your normal schedule or habitual environment to think outside your 
box. Liminal thinking — thinking beyond the threshold of your regular or conditioned 
mind — will open up your vision quest. Plan your day to sit to capture thoughts, walk 
to process ideas, and eat good food, perhaps going to a public library, favorite cafe, 
and local park with a pad of paper or a laptop. Or you might hike to a special spot 
with your journal or stay home to use poster-sized sticky notes on the walls.
Note: if you are doing this in a group — with coworkers or family — follow the same order 
as I describe below, giving time for both personal reflection and group discussion (for 
the prompts, change the “I” to “We”).

1. Prepare (ten minutes): Plan where you’ll go and what you’ll need, including a 
journal and colorful pens to map your vision. Plan a schedule that includes time for 
walking and stopping to do the steps below. As you prepare, ask yourself, “What 
exactly am I aiming for in the next three years?” You can repeat the question 
to yourself, emphasizing the different words: what, exactly, I, aiming, three.

2. Start (ten minutes): Start your quest with a small ritual such as lighting a candle, 
smudging the space around you with a sage stick, or meditating for one minute, 
to clarify your intention and move your awareness into liminal thinking. Today 
is for thinking big. What exactly are you aiming for in the next three years?

3. Contemplate and ideate (two hours): Consider what you want to be like in three 
years. What do you want your life to be like? What do you want your body to feel 
like? Who is the person you dream of becoming? Are you being called to some 
purpose? What is that, exactly? What do you want to be doing with your time three 
years from now? With whom? This day is meant for you to ask the big questions. 
Record what you are thinking, feeling, and desiring. Draw pictures or stick figures. 
Capture your words, circle, and highlight. Recall your superheroine from chapter 3.

Quest for Your Three-Year Vision
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Quest for Your Three-Year Vision

4. Take movement and nourishment breaks (one to two hours): Break up 
your day by asking these questions during a walking contemplation 
exercise. Eat a good meal. Pay attention to what you are noticing; you 
might see symbols around you that clarify your vision. Drink plenty of 
water to keep your mind alert. Remember, this is your day to think big.

5. Record (two hours): Review your notes from the day so far. Return to the 
questions, letting your thoughts circulate. Draw a picture of your three-year 
vision. Add words. Clarify what you want in your life and where your dharma is 
leading. Trust your desires. If you feel stagnant or tired, take a moment to sit in 
silence, or if it is convenient, take a cold shower to refresh your mind. Looping an 
ambient song can help with deeper concentration. I prefer pianists such as Nils 
Frahm, Max Richter, and Joep Beving. Vision quests are intense work. End with 
a clear picture and/or page of writing that summarizes your three-year vision.

6. Wrap up your day with a three-year vision statement. Select the key, 
specific outcomes from your notes. Edit your words into one sentence: 
an accurate, specific, clear, succinct, trimmed statement expressing the 
specific outcomes you will achieve within the next three years. Check 
that your three-year vision resonates with all five bodies (you can do 
the Five-Bodies Check-in exercise from chapter 5 to confirm).

7. Celebrate with deep replenishment and deep rest. Congratulations on 
time well invested. With a lucid three-year vision, it’s strategy time. 
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This exercise takes only an hour or so. The SWOT is a preliminary exercise used by 
businesspeople to gather data before building a solid strategy. If you’ve learned 
this at work but haven’t applied it to your personal or family goals, carpe diem. 
I’ve used it for years to gather the data for a strategy to hit my personal goals, to 
help my team hit our company goals, and with my family for our lifestyle-design 
and wealth goals. Either alone or as a team, you will identify the strengths, weak-
nesses, opportunities, and threats circulating around your three-year vision. Later, 
these data will point to your critical issues to overcome.
To start this exercise, I recommend putting four big pieces of paper on a wall; or, if 
you don’t have room, use four big pieces of paper at your table. I use poster-size 
sticky notes, but big pieces of paper taped to the wall work well for viewing your 
SWOT from a distance later. Label each paper with one category:

1. Strengths
2. Weaknesses
3. Opportunities
4. Threats

Next, read your three-year vision aloud. Sit with your think big vision. See your de-
sired future as real. Then, spend fifteen minutes on each category to write down 
everything that might be connected to achieving or falling short of your vision. Set 
judgment aside; humility and honesty with yourself now will pay dividends later. I’ll 
walk you through the four categories:

1. Strengths: In light of your three-year vision, you have specific strengths to 
leverage to get there. What are they? Be specific. Revisit your strengths and 
native genius from the assessments you did in chapter 3. Consider what others 
have said about you, including compliments you have received. Your strengths 
might have been generated through iterative practice. Include natural abilities, 
relationships, or assets that can help you achieve your vision. Strengths beget 
unique opportunities. Capture these aces in your sleeve so that you can use 
them to amplify your strategy. Rehash your biggest accomplishments, hard-
won achievements, and tough lessons learned. They surfaced earlier in 
your story. What makes you capable of pursuing your three-year vision?

2. Weaknesses: Now, you want to excavate any weaknesses that could derail 

SWOT
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SWOT

your three-year vision. Recall the breakdowns from your story exercise earlier 
in this chapter — to forecast recurring patterns that blindside you, slow you 
down, or hold back your progress. Set judgment aside in exchange for a 
clear assessment. Look for problems you wish you had already resolved; 
challenges that keep reappearing; or skills, assets, knowledge, or relationships 
you don’t have that might be key to reaching your goal. These gaps, if 
you can find them earnestly, are gold nuggets for your strategy. There is 
nothing to fear — a good strategy will pair your critical weaknesses with 
assets, key relationships, and other strengths. Get them on the table.

3. Opportunities: Next, look for current situations or potential future circumstances 
that might be favorable to your three-year vision. What are they? What could 
easily advance your success with your vision? What is easy for you to grow or 
move forward fast in your vision? Some opportunities come from particular 
connections, others from the changing marketplace — locally, regionally, or 
globally. Still others come from unique abilities you’ve developed.

4. Threats: Last but not least, identify the risky unknowns of your three-year 
vision. What could stop you? What might be beyond your control? What 
situations or circumstances might arise that could undermine what you’re trying 
to make happen? Pinpoint potential threats, even those less likely but still 
concerning, to inform your vision when it comes to building your strategies.

Now, circle the big guns in your data (the things that will most definitely help or hurt 
you).
 With your SWOT well on its way, you might find it useful to keep your papers 
on the wall for a week. If you did this as a working group or family, keep them on 
the wall and add to them throughout the week. If you can, review your findings with 
someone outside the circle, an interested friend or colleague. They might point out 
strengths or a threat you overlooked or identify a certain opportunity you did not 
envision.
 That is all you need to do for now. You have a very good data set for building 
your strategy.
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The time required for this exercise varies between an hour or two and a full day, or 
perhaps over the course of a week, depending on your level of commitment to your 
vision. Return to this exercise annually as part of your planning for yourself, your fami-
ly, and your work. Also, you can return to it whenever you hit a roadblock later.

1. Review your three-year vision and your SWOT data. Your first aim is 
to convert the most relevant issues you should be focused on — the 
big guns you circled in your SWOT data — into questions.

2. Play with the possibilities. Account for the most relevant issues and 
opportunities, which showed up in your SWOT data, with a series of “How 
might I . . .?” questions. Aim for around four to seven critical questions. 

What strengths could you pair with a crucial weakness or lack of skill? 

What resources could you shuttle into an opportunity? 

What are the biggest threats that need to be matched with assets, relationships, or 
strengths from your data? 

Generating Your Strategies from Critical Issues
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What are your Critical Issues

86
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Generating Your Strategies from Critical Issues

That is how you want to play the mix-and-match strategy game. For example, if my 
goal were to write my first book, a critical question might be: How might I leverage 
my twenty years’ experience in my field (strength) with my five years of blogging 
experience (strength) and my friend’s expertise as a book editor (relationship) with my 
lack of experience in writing a book (weakness)?

3. Refine your four to seven critical questions down to three clear, concise, and specific 
questions. If you are having trouble narrowing down to three, see if you can mix 
and match strengths and opportunities a bit more. Chisel your most pressing issues 
and opportunities into something useful to bring your strategies into plain view.

Issue 1:

Issue 2:

Issue 3:
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Generating Your Strategies from Critical Issues

4. Now comes the fun part of turning your questions into strategies. Rewrite 
your three critical questions into three statements by dropping the “How 
might I . . .” and adding an action-provoking verb. Examples of action 
verbs are alchemize, amplify, engage, gather, leverage, magnify, maximize, 
uplevel. Rewrite your questions into three strategies. For example, if my 
goal were to write my first book, my strategy becomes: Leverage my twenty 
years’ experience in my field (strength) with my five years of blogging 
experience (strength) and talk to my friend about hiring her as a book editor 
(relationship) to coach me through writing a great book (weakness).

5. Are your three strategies addressing the most probable issues that could keep 
you from your three-year vision? Confirm by making sure your strategies

 • combine your biggest strengths, resources, 
assets, competencies, opportunities, 
relationships, threats, and weaknesses.

 • inspire action with a vital verb.

 • directly address your most critical issues.

That’s it. Your strategies are the north star for your three-year vision.
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Generating Your Strategies from Critical Issues
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Generating Your Strategies from Critical Issues
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Future Reflections on 3 Year Target

One way to access your 3 Year Target is from a future self perspective reflecting on 
the past. You will project yourself into your future self - three years from now. Bigger 
goals and lifestyle adjustments happen over time. You can leverage your time better 
when you have a bigger field of vision for yourself. 

Project yourself three years into the future. Answer these questions from your future 
self, three years from now. Keep your answers succinct, to a paragraph, or use as few 
bullets points as necessary.

My life is beyond my wildest dreams. Here is what happened: 

What exactly I am aimed for:

What specifically were the telltale signs I am living aligned to my purpose:

What my life looks like now: (Be specific)
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Future Reflections on 3 Year Target

What my work life looks like now: (Be specific)

How I am healthier than ever now:

What my daily body and fitness routine looks like now:

What my core relationships are like now:

What ideas I am most committed to now:

Who am I serving now:
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Future Reflections on 3 Year Target

What my clients say about my or my service/products now:

How much money I have now:

What I earn now:
(If you have a business - answer the questions below for each personal and business. 
Not all questions may apply to you.)

Where my revenue now comes from: 

What my biggest expenses are:
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Future Reflections on 3 Year Target

What I’ve invested in during the past three years :

Who is on my team now: 

How my team now functions:

My brand’s reputation now is:

My Mentors now are:

What accomplishments I am most glad to have achieved in the last three years:
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Future Reflections on 3 Year Target

Now edit your words into three main outcomes. 

Outcome 1 

Outcome 2

Outcome 3

This is another way to access your three year target. 
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Insight Matrix

From Creative Strategy -William Duggan

This is a strategic problem solving structure that does 3 things:
Break down the problem into parts (Elements).
Search for past examples (Sources) that solved that part of the problem.
Create new combinations of sources and elements to innovate solutions for your problem. 

Use the blank chart below. 
Watch the Insight Matrix lesson to be coached through this. 
State the problem as a desired outcome. 
First, break down the necessary elements in the Y column of the grid.
Second, find the past examples  - sources - who have solved that part of the problem well. Put 
them in the X columns. Then mark the intersections. Add specific notes to what you want to 
pull from their past example. 

PROBLEM: 

SOURCES

ELEMENTS
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Ambition & Dharma

After watching the Ambition & Dharma video, reflect on the questions below. 

1. What is getting churned up?

2. What are my shadow issues that are rising to the surface? 

3. Where is flow opening up?
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Know your Strengths

These are my five favorite personality tests, in order, that helped me realize what the 
next phase of my dream career and dream life would be:

Take at least 2 of the six tests below. Get to know who you are through a variety of 
personality profiles. You’ve probably taken a few along the way. Each test is like an 
angle. The tests point you to your native genius - or your unique innate intelligence. 
We’re all geniuses, especially when we cultivate what we’re natural at. 
 
1. Wealth Dynamics
2. How To Fascinate
3. Ayurvedic Constitution Assessment
4. Gallup Strengths Finder
5. DISC Profile
6. KOLBE Index

You may be able to find some for free through some internet searching, but most 
likely to take them all you’ll need to invest a few hundred dollars. This goes back 
to the value of “Invest in You”. When you stop spending money and start investing 
money - plenty is there for you to leverage you better.

List your strengths:

How can you leverage your strength to become who you want to become next?
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Zone of Excellence, Zone of Genius

Make your own drawing. Based on the audio, fill in skills and activities that go into 
each zone for you. Use the perspective of your future self looking back to your 
present self.
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Zone of Excellence, Zone of Genius

Your Turn:
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Zone of Genius vs. Zone of Excellence

In The Big Leap, Gay Hendrik poses these four questions to help you start to identify your 

Zone of Genius:

1. What do you most love to do?  (You love it so much you can do it 
for long stretches of time without getting tired or bored.)

2. What work do you do that doesn’t seem like work?  (You can 
do it all day long without ever feeling tired or bored.)

3. In your work, what produces the highest ratio of abundance and satisfaction to 
amount of time spent?  (Even if you do only ten seconds or a few minutes of 
it, an idea or a deeper connection may spring forth that leads to huge value.)  

4. What is your unique ability?  (There is a special skill you are gifted 
with.  This unique ability, fully realized and put to work can provide 
enormous benefits to yourself and any organization you serve.)
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Zone of Genius vs. Zone of Excellence

You have a zone of excellence and a zone of genius. Both shape-shift. The skills and 
tools you excel at today you earned in the days past. The skills and tools you want to 
master you work on now. 

What skills are in your zone of excellence? You rock at these. You’re more than profi-
cient. But they no longer are sparky for you. 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

As Gay Hendriks explains it, you want to phase out the activities in your zone of excel-
lence. What you are most lit up about? What can only you do?  Summarize in a para-
graph what you will zoom into and zoom out of in the next chapter of your dharma. 

Now, summarize, what exactly is your zone of genius as it’s showing up right now?

1.
2.
3.
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Strengths to Leverage, Strengths to Develop

How will I get to     (3 year target)
given       (my current reality)?

An honest assessment of your strengths to leverage and your strengths to develop is 
based on your three year target.  Strengths are assets, resources, relationships, skills, 
competencies. Money in the bank, systems running smoothly, people you know, like 
and trust, or people who know, like and trust you.  In light of your 3 year or annual 
target - what can you leverage? What do you need to develop in order to get there? 

Start with a brain dump. I often find I’ve forgotten about certain competencies, rela-
tionships, or resources that are already aces in my hand, cards I can play whenever I 
want. So I write a list on a wall.
Here are some reminders, or guidelines, that apply here as well:
• Do this exercise in light  of the past season, or a quarter for quarterly planning. Do 

it in reflection of the past full cycle around the sun for annual planning.
• Use the big sticky notes (capture the spirit of the conversation)
• Brainstorm - write everything down
• Leader listens more than talks
• Get input and perspectives from your team

Strengths to develop is about what you wish you already had. What you wish was 
humming along.

1. Presence your next evolution: your goals, your identity evolution.

2. Evaluate your situation according to who you desire to become next. 

3. What are your strengths to Leverage? Assets, competencies, 
resources, advantages, relationships you already have:
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Strengths to Leverage, Strengths to Develop

4. What are your strengths to Develop? Assets, competencies, resources, advantages, 
relationships you need to be where you want to be by next season?

For example, we have realized a weakness in that Indy doesn’t have self-defense 
training - or how to get out of tricky situations. We want to be proactive on this front, 
and turn this into a competency. It becomes a strength to develop for us as a family in 
Q4.

Once you have a brain dump - go granular. You probably don’t have to develop all of 
those strengths. A few critical, specific assets, competencies, skills or relationships 
could get you there. 

What will it take to get you where you want to go? 

What is sparky?

What have you avoided you can no longer avoid? Circle those.  

After you do your strengths brain dump - you’re prepared for your quest for strategy. 
Circle the strengths to leverage, strengths to develop that are critical to your next 
milestone.
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Master of Air Exercises

Check off those you have conquered. Circle those that are up for you next.

 You align your body rhythms and your annual and seasonal 
milestones with your weekly, seasonal, and annual calendar.

 You schedule blocks of time into free time, focus time, and 
buffer time for peak performance and deep rejuvenation.

 You have integrity with your calendar, 
doing what you say you’ll do.

 You schedule your action steps each week 
to hit your seasonal milestones.

 You delete and delegate as a time practice.

 You have alignment meetings with yourself, your family, 
and your coworkers to structure the week ahead.

 You schedule time for planning your seasonal and 
annual milestones to achieve your three-year vision.
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Listen to the audio recording of this exercise at masterofyou.us/workbook.

After listening to the exercise, use the space below to reflect on your experience. 

Slow Your Breath to Slow Down Time
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Schedule twenty to sixty minutes to do this exercise. It is a liminal thinking exer-
cise — beyond the threshold of the conditioned mind — to discover how you’d like to 
live your next month or season. You’ll see what you dream on paper (or in your online 
calendar) in order to stimulate your ideas and build your skills with creative time man-
agement.
To prepare, you’ll need a blank calendar and a fresh mind. If you use an online calen-
dar, such as Google Calendar, create a new, blank calendar. If you use a paper calen-
dar, use a blank monthly calendar for the month ahead.

1. Open your blank calendar.

2. Read aloud your three-year vision and your next season’s 
milestones. Attune to your five bodies. Tune in to the spirit of 
possibility: you can have jurisdiction over your time.

3. Schedule your body rhythm habits of nourishing yourself, 
moving, and sleeping. Be realistic and efficient.

4. Next, what needs to happen each week to hit your milestones? How 
might you schedule blocks of time to act on your milestones?

5. Imagine you can use the remaining time however you would like. What 
else do you schedule? You are intentionally leaving aside existing 
commitments and awakening your deeper desires about time.

6. If you made your calendar online, print it out. Look over your new, 
innovative calendar. Absorb what you would do if you had full jurisdiction 
over your time. Do a quick Five-Bodies Check-in to confirm that your 
innovative calendar resonates fully with all of your bodies.

7. Tape your calendar to your bathroom mirror so you can 
read it daily. Read it with an open mind.

8. Do this exercise seasonally, riding the change in atmosphere, when 
you set your milestones. With repetition come big results.

That’s it. Relax, exhale, and absorb your innovative calendar in your cells. You have 
steered your attention, like a wind tunnel captures the movement of air, to what 
you’re aiming for — to what your body, mind, and spirit want. You know your ideal.

Your Innovative Calendar
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First, reread your milestones, and open your innovative and current calendars. Then, 
ask yourself the questions below. List each time-consuming activity on a line. 

1. What can I delete? What could I just stop doing that is not the best use of my time?

2. What do I no longer want to do that someone else could do?

3. What skills are required?

4. What is the hourly rate for these skills?

5. Who do I know that is qualified? Who could I pay or barter with for that skill?

What I No Longer 
Want to Do Skills Required Hourly Rate for 

These Skills
Who Do I Know 

That Is Qualified?

What I No Longer Want to Do
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Schedule a twenty-minute weekly meeting with yourself during a buffer block to 
reconcile your next week with your milestones. You’ve laid some great groundwork 
to better structure your time. To keep yourself on track with your innovative calendar 
and your seasonal milestones week after week, use the four Rs: Ready, Review, 
Reorganize, Reaffirm.

READY: Set a timer for twenty minutes. Open your calendar, your seasonal milestones, 
your innovative calendar, and your What I No Longer Want to Do worksheet.

REVIEW: Review your seasonal milestones and next week’s calendar. Review 
your ideal, or innovative, calendar. You might have made some progress. Review 
what you’ve accomplished on your milestones or ideal calendar and what you can 
accomplish this week. Use the four questions of problem-solving from a school of 
thought called design thinking: What is working? What isn’t working? Why is it not 
working? What is the biggest challenge? The purpose is to get an honest snapshot of 
your evolution with time.

REORGANIZE: Based on your current biggest challenge with your milestones and 
your calendar, take a moment to pause. What do you need to say no to next week 
to say yes to your milestones? For example, for me to write this book, I have to say 
no to reading fiction. Fiction to me is like Netflix series are to others. I’m also saying 
no to any alcohol for clearer thinking. I’m saying yes to going to bed by 9:30 p.m. 
every night and writing before dawn most days. Each week, think big in terms of your 
seasonal milestones and test small by upgrading what you say no and yes to.

REAFFIRM: When your timer goes off, take a moment to reflect, recognize, and 
reaffirm your identity evolution over time. Absorb your progress. Affirm what is 
working in your evolving calendar.

Alignment Meetings
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Alignment Meetings

To generate an agenda for a group alignment meeting, ask questions such as the 
following:

1. What is the progress of our milestones?

2. What outcomes do we want for today’s meeting? 

3. What are you looking to accomplish this week?

4. What did you learn last week? 

5. What issues do you want to discuss?

6. What habits will help you reach your goal this week? 

7. How can we support you this week?
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Time Blocking

(for both personal and professional)

 Switch to an online calendar that syncs with your phone. 

  Update it so it works.

 Watch the Ideal Calendar Lesson

 Create an Ideal Calendar.

	  Create a google calendar with your ideal time blocking or use the    

 blank calendar in the next worksheet.

	  Identify what you want to do on which days

	  Chunk your time

 Open your current calendar.

 Carve out times for Free, Focus, and Buffer Days

 Care out Strategic Blocks, Buffer Blocks, + Breakout Blocks.

	  Strategic Blocks

	  Look at your seasonal milestones

 Buffer Blocks 

	  Ex. Email, Facebook, Phone calls

 Breakout Blocks

	  1/week - 1/month Free Time!
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Time Block Your Innovative Calendar
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How to Hire + Manage

Create a job description
List 3-10 tasks you want to get off your plate, that could fit together into a job:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Write the skills, applications or software required:
Don’t worry about being exact. Guess. For example: Wordpress, Mailchimp, Face-
book, Email Marketing, Autoresponders, SEO, Google docs, 

1.

2.

3.

4.
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How to Hire + Manage

Circle which skills blend together. You may need 2 contractors. Usually a web manager 
and a graphic designer and a virtual girl Friday are not the same person. Select based 
on what you need the most to get started.

 Write the Job Posting 

 Choose a Contractor Websites:

	  remote.com 

	  www.upwork.com

	  https://www.elance.com/

	  http://www.virtualstafffinder.com/

 Create a test project

	  Read:The Test Job

	  Read:Projects are the new interviews

	  Write your test project:

 Interviews:

	  Read: How to Conduct an Interview Effectively

	  Read: Tips on Conducting Great Interviews

	  Invite 3 people to interview.

	 	  ___________________________

	 	  ___________________________

	 	  ___________________________

 Hire 1 for your test project
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How to Hire + Manage

 Start your contract.

 Check in daily. Make sure they have what they need from you.

 Decide the best way to communicate. If you use a project management tool (Ba-
secamp, Asana, etc.) then you will use that. Otherwise, start with Google Docs so that 
you can add files to the same place. 

 Set a period for review. Give feedback on how the project went. Ask for feedback 
to better manage the project and your role as employer. 

 If you want to continue with the person, make them an offer with specific terms. 
As an employer you create company culture. Do this consciously. 

 If the person wasn’t a good fit, be clear on why. Then, hire someone who will be 
a better fit. We learn through taking action. You will learn a lot from contractors who 
aren’t a good fit, as much as from those who are.
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Financially fluent, fluid, and accumulating

Who are my favorite financially flush people who earned in the marketplace? 

 

What value do they provide? 

 
 

What is their native genius?

What could I apply and adapt? 

How much?

How flush with cash (wealth, investments) am I now?
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Check off those you have conquered. Circle those that are up for you next.

 When doubt and difficulty with your milestones 
arise, you reflect on your critical issues.

 You seek to understand the underworld of your dharma and 
find parts of yourself that need to be integrated or evolved.

 When challenges arise, you nourish yourself with 
healing waters and breath-body practices.

 You use the Impact-Effort Grid to find the 
way to realign to your ambitions.

 You fine-tune your skill-challenge balance 
to access the experience of flow.

 You generate opportunities to add more value 
or exchange more value in your life.

 You develop your depth and integrity to bolster your growth.

Master of Water Exercises
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Write or sketch your answers to the following questions to get a sense of the stages 
of your evolutionary underworld journey. 

How is your growth path drawing you into your depth?

What obstacles or challenges are surfacing?

What is out of integrity in your life right now?

What are the integrity gaps, obstacles, or challenges revealing?

What are the emotions that come with these obstacles?

Map Your Underworld and Reckoning Day
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Map Your Underworld and Reckoning Day

What are you resisting?

In what way are you resisting?

What must be released for the next dimension of you to be born?

How will you surrender your ego for your growth? What patterns, behaviors, and 
attitudes do you need to surrender? What does surrender look like? What does it feel 
like?

What actions do you need to take now?
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Map Your Underworld and Reckoning Day

What do you need to learn, and who do you need to become next?

Has your three-year vision changed? If so, how?

Have your one-year milestones changed? If so, how?

Have this season’s milestones changed? If so, how?

Do you need to adjust your weekly calendar? If so, how?
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Map Your Underworld and Reckoning Day

Do you need to prioritize one of the body rhythms? If so, how?

How will you know when you’ve integrated what you need to learn next?

What are the potential outcomes of engaging in this depth work?

In the pit of despair, the darkness obscures the light of your progress. Yet, the pit is 
a sign you’ve taken action. You’ve tried hard enough to fail. After answering these 
questions, do you know your underworld intimately? Are you more in touch with 
your critical issues? Do you need to revise your three-year vision, your one-year 
milestones, your seasonal milestones, or your calendar? If so, know this is normal; 
you haven’t failed, you have learned. You have more information, and being adapt-
able and resilient, you are navigating a better path forward.
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1. Draw a grid similar to Figure 8.3

2. Choose a challenge you are facing in reaching your milestones, either this 
season’s or this year’s. Investigate this challenge by asking: “What is working? 
What isn’t working? What are my biggest challenges? Why isn’t it working?”

3. As you digest the challenge with these four questions, ideas for solutions, 
improvements, and next steps will pop up, like bubbles in water. All ideas are 
fair game. Write each idea on a sticky note, and then place your sticky notes 
on the Impact-Effort Grid, determining their placement based on the impact 
and effort of each. What are the smallest efforts you can make to yield the 
highest return? For example, say my seasonal milestone is to have a legal 
living will completed, and the biggest challenge is that I haven’t made the 
time to act. Ideas for solutions might include hiring a lawyer who specializes 
in wills to manage the project, to set aside time to research and write it 
myself, to talk to a lawyer friend about which way to go, and to purchase an 
online living will template. Each of these options goes on a sticky note. How 
much your time is worth to you influences where you’ll put your sticky notes 
on the Impact-Effort Grid. If you earn $25 an hour, hiring a lawyer is high 
impact, high effort. If you earn $100 an hour, hiring a lawyer is high impact, 
low effort. Generating lots of small actions, putting each on its own sticky 
note, and placing it on the grid will give you a quick cost-benefit analysis of 
the time and energy you might spend on those actions. You will see which 
actions have the best return on your effort, and this will affect your investment. 
That is the green tongue that I talk about on page 167 of Master of You.

Impact-Effort Grid
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Impact-Effort Grid

4. Choose small actions to test your idea. Schedule them for 
this coming week. Act immediately, and notice the green 
tongue revealing the way through the rough water.

This thinking process helps you listen and be in right relationship with your challenge. 
You refine your route based on reflecting, processing, and transforming your most 
critical issues into a better plan of immediate action. Make sure to capture not 
only low-effort, high-impact solutions but also high-effort and much higher-impact 
solutions by updating your next season’s milestones. With practice, you’ll become 
fluid in solving the hardest critical issues.
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Like currents flowing downstream, currents of life-force energy run through your body. 
According to Ayurveda, your body works on a polarity axis from crown to root, which 
means you have a top and a bottom. As a result of modern culture, most people’s 
energy flows more up than down because our minds are more active and our bodies 
more stagnant. The breath-body movement described here encourages your body 
currents to move both up and down as you move your spine like a snake. It awakens 
your sentient awareness of the wisdom of water within you. 
Do this exercise to shift your body from stagnant to vibrant, to rebalance your emo-
tions from negative to positive, and to shift your mind from overwhelm into ease. I do 
this exercise every morning, whether I’m home or on the road. I sometimes will also 
do it before bed to move any stuck emotions or out-of-alignment vertebrae back into 
place to rest both energetically clear and physically aligned.
It takes no more than a few minutes. This is a rapid-fire breathing, quick-repetition 
version of the cat-cow yoga pose — with the exhale on cow (back bend) and the in-
hale on cat (spine rounded or forward bend). You’ll start on all fours, creating a stable 
position to move energy and invigorate your cells into unified pulsation. Pulse your 
breath as you move your spine, pumping your cells into a unified pulse, invigorating 
your body, and clearing your mind. Do it to feel it!

1. Come onto your hands and knees to form a “box” shape. Position your 
knees under your hips, bottoms of your toes on the floor, spine long, hands 
under your shoulders, fingers gripping the earth. Push down just enough 
so they don’t move. You have your box; it’s time to move your current.

2. Inhale as you reach your nose toward your navel.
3. Exhale as you lift your tailbone and crown of your head toward 

the sky in opposite directions, as in cow pose.
4. Focus your awareness at the tip of your tailbone and the crown of your head. Inhale, 

round your back, as in cat pose; exhale and open the front of your body, as in cow 
pose. Repeat for 20 to 100 breaths to awaken the current and the pulsation of 
the life force — your shakti. Emphasize exploring the full range of motion in your 
spine. Find your own pace each day, pumping your body with your breath, slowly 
at first, and then more quickly as you gain pace. It can be quite fast by the middle 
or end — unlike in yoga class, which might focus on slower, deeper breathing.

Current in the Box
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Current in the Box

5. Sit back on your heels, with the tops of your feet tucked under you. Absorb 
the energy you generated through the practice. Feel how energy can 
move both up and down in your body. Notice the difference so that 
later in your day, if energy feels stuck or your emotions or thoughts 
become negative, you can do this again to reregulate yourself.

Now you have another breath-body practice to replenish you through what lies ahead.
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Empower Reflection: State the Problem

Design Thinking processes are helpful in finding next actions during, or after, 
Reckoning Day, with empathy practices, insight on iterative reliance on immediate 
feedback, and prototyping innovations based on feedback. Feedback from others, 
the cosmos, or our intuition is reckoning day. Iterations are the emergence into the 
next cycle of growth. Welcome your reckoning days with empowered reflection.

When you feel you’ve lost your way - or that your seasonal milestones have drained 
your joy, take a moment away. Get out of your normal environment. Leave the office. 
Go to the park, the picnic bench, the cool cafe. Take a sketchbook and pens or a 
tablet you can easily draw on. 

Call forth your greater purpose or dharma. Presence what you are called to do in the 
bigger scope of the next chapter of your life. Feel the vibration of this in your cells. 

Then, ask yourself these questions in relation to this phase of your purpose (dharma). 
Answer or sketch what comes forth on your tablet. 

What is working?

What isn’t working?

What are my biggest challenges?

Why isn’t it working?
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Empower Reflection: State the Problem

The part that is new here is to not judge. Reflection requires a quiet space, a pause. It 
reflects in times of stillness: the lake at dawn and dusk. 

Often, after you’ve been through the ringer, your reptilian brain is fearful of what is 
next. This is why you start with what is working. You’ll have insights and regenerate 
the spirit of your dharma. You’ll see what is working as strengths to leverage 
immediately. Take a moment and feel the vibratory energy of what is actually working 
for you. If you go straight to what isn’t working you desiccate the juice, you suffocate 
the inspiration, and risk quitting at work and not intelligently aligning your next phase 
at best. 

Once you’re crystal clear on what is working, move to the easy part: what isn’t 
working. After the trauma of the breakdown you may have a list a mile long. Get it all 
out and onto your sketchpad. Prioritize it from the big chunks to the small insights.  
Then move onto your biggest challenges. 

Your biggest challenges in the next phase of your dharma will be much more real now 
that you are in action with your seasonal milestones. You’ll have challenges you didn’t 
foresee in your planning. That is how it works, as your future doesn’t happen in a 
vacuum. At this point clarify and prioritize what exactly, specifically are your biggest 
challenges. 

Now, as objectively as you can muster, ask yourself why isn’t it working? 

Why is what I’m trying to do not working?
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Empower Reflection: State the Problem

You have insight now, from your past actions, what may need tweaking in your 
strategy. Your reflective insights seed the next phase of your action plan.  As you 
identify why what is not working is not working, notice the seeds of ideas flying 
through your mind. 

Capture these ideas next and run them through an Impact/Effort Grid (see this 
worksheet). 
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Skill/Challenge Flow Chart
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Skill/Challenge Flow Chart

As a human, you are wired to desire a flow state, which maximizes your action-based 
focus to generate incrementally higher levels of skill, challenge and engagement. 
Water force functions dharma into a flow state - eventually giving you the inner 
confidence that you are doing the right thing at the right time due to your strategic 
planning and seasonal milestones, you can relax into the joy of aligned action.

A key flow teaching from Csikszentmihalyi is that balance must be struck between 
the challenge of the task and the skill of the performer. If the task is too easy, or too 
difficult, flow cannot occur. Both skill level and challenge level must be matched and 
high; if skill and challenge are low and matched, then apathy results.[11]

In positive psychology, flow, also known colloquially as being in the zone, is the 
mental state of
operation in which a person performing an activity is fully immersed in a feeling of 
energized focus, full involvement, and enjoyment in the process of the activity.”  The 
flow guru - Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi characterized nine component states of achieving 
flow including “challenge-skill balance, merging of action and awareness, clarity of 
goals, immediate and unambiguous feedback, concentration on the task at hand, 
paradox of control, transformation of time, loss of self-consciousness, and autotelic 
experience.”[14]  Autotelic describes experiences that contain their own meaning or 
purpose.  
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Skill/Challenge Flow Chart

Map Your Dharma History on the Skill/Challenge Flow Chart

To understand and befriend the underworld of your Dharma, Map Your Dharma 
History on the Skill/Challenge Flow Chart.  Your goal is to reveal your unconscious 
and subconscious dharma-shadow patterns to your conscious awareness. This will 
help you analyze your past with dharma - where skill has exceeded challenge and 
where challenge has exceeded skill.  In seeing your pattern you will become aware of 
otherwise hidden critical issues that will enable you to refine your strategy. 

The more iterations you have with the 5 elements of dharma in the next chapters of 
your life, the more intricate patterns will be revealed. As you meet those patterns 
with loving awareness, you’ll see bigger lessons learned that turn into strengths. 
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Skill/Challenge Flow Chart

1. Draw out the Skill Meets Challenges images below. Remember your story, your past with 

dharma. 

2. Map out the hard times and the breakthroughs on the troughs of the highs and lows. 

3. Analyze - were there skills you needed to meet the challenge that you didn’t have?

4. Did you resist acquiring those skills? 

5. Do you (or does your egoic mind) tend to overestimate your skill level to meet challenges?

6. What is the pattern of  difficult emotions/physical issues/relational issues that surface when 

you’re in the trough of a challenge or stuck point?

7. What is the pattern of  breakthrough emotions/physical breakthroughs/relational 

breakthroughs that surface when you’re out of trough of depth and back into growth?

8. What can you predict based on seeing your pattern, in light of your 1 and 3 year True 

Targets?
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Skill/Challenge Flow Chart
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Listen to the audio recording of this exercise at masterofyou.us/workbook.

After listening to the exercise, use the space below to reflect on your experience.

Recalibrating Practice
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Upper Limit Problem

After you watch the training on the Upper Limit Problem (ULP), reflect on your minor 
and major incidents, traumas, accidents, fights, depressions, and injuries in your life. 

Use the chart below to list 10 occurrences. (Remember minor incidents count!)
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Upper Limit Problem

Next actions: 

 Try out Gay Hendrik’s mantra before sleep and upon arising: 
  “I expand in abundance, success, and love every day, as I inspire those around   

 me to do the same.”

 Do the Recalibrating Practice daily for 3 minutes to actively expand your upper limit.

 Notice what happens. Journal on the experience of your Upper Limit Expanding. 
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Financially fluent, fluid, and accumulating

Because the money/value equation is a changing current, how you exchange value 
is a moving target. The marketplace rewards both adaptability and stability. Who do 
you need to become next to exchange more value in the marketplace? To connect 
more of your circuits?  The marketplace in it’s fluid mobility offers constant feedback. 
If you want to be financially fluent, fluid, and accumulating, do these small actions.

Journal/Sketchbook these questions:

 What amount of capital do I have access to at what interest rate?

 If I could buy my own time, what is it worth to me?

 What do I no longer want to invest my time in?

  
 If those activities still need to be done, what is the replacement cost of that?
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Financially fluent, fluid, and accumulating

 How can I offer more value to people (local or global)? 
 Write without filtering your thoughts. 
 Remember the market demands your adaptability and stability.
 

 What could be the next level of value/currency exchange?

 How much more wealth do I want by when?

 Finally, ask Dharma, “How could I generate this much value?”
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MASTER OF SPACE (HOME)

 You design your spaces based on the five 
qualities you most want to experience.

 Through sorting your stuff, you process emotions, 
memories, past challenges, and even past identities.

 Your ethos is reflected in your home, office, car, and storage 
areas, reinforcing your own vibrant, creative vitality.

 You build habits into your space to diminish 
the effects of decision fatigue.

 You take care of all your possessions knowing they 
add value, meaning, and direction to your life.

 Your spaces nurture your ambition, your body, and your spirit.

Concluding Assessment
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Concluding Assessment

MASTER OF EARTH (BODY)

 You eat in rhythm, conscious of fasting times.

 Your bones carry the right amount of muscle and fat.

 You run on fat metabolism in rest-and-digest mode.

 You expand your daily repertoire of functional movement.

 You begin every day with movement or a workout.

 You break up your day with physical activities.

 You ritualize your rest to go to bed before 10:00 p.m. and 
consistently get eight hours of good sleep for rejuvenation.

 You kaizen body experiments to build your resilience.

 You fuel your ambition from the circadian rhythms.

MASTER OF FIRE (AMBITION)

 You are a visionary regarding your own life. You 
invest in yourself by developing a three-year vision 
that resonates with all parts of yourself.

 You approach your critical issues as evolutionary 
adventures in making your vision happen.

 You digest your critical issues into success strategies.

 You set specific annual and seasonal 
milestones rooted in your strategies.

 You are able to radically evolve your identity to 
meet the needs of your three-year vision.

 You repeatedly expand beyond who you have already been.

 You author your life.
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Concluding Assessment

MASTER OF AIR (TIME)

 You align your body rhythms and your annual and seasonal 
milestones with your weekly, seasonal, and annual calendar.

 You schedule blocks of time into free time, focus time, and 
buffer time for peak performance and deep rejuvenation.

 You have integrity with your calendar, 
doing what you say you’ll do.

 You schedule your action steps each week 
to hit your seasonal milestones.

 You delete and delegate as a time practice.

 You have alignment meetings with yourself, your family, 
and your coworkers to structure the week ahead.

 You schedule time for planning your seasonal and 
annual milestones to achieve your three-year vision.

MASTER OF WATER (INTEGRITY AND FLOW)

 When doubt and difficulty with your milestones 
arise, you reflect on your critical issues.

 You seek to understand the underworld of your dharma and 
find parts of yourself that need to be integrated or evolved.

 When challenges arise, you nourish yourself with 
healing waters and breath-body practices.

 You use the Impact-Effort Grid to find the 
way to realign to your ambitions.

 You fine-tune your skill-challenge balance 
to access the experience of flow.

 You generate opportunities to add more value 
or exchange more value in your life.

 You develop your depth and integrity to bolster your growth.

If you made it to the end of the book and the workbook, congratulations! You are an action-taker.


